
Wildlife Viewing Tips and Etiquette

While staying at Hickory Cabins, you will often see wildlife in its native environment.  Successful 
wildlife viewing is as much a matter of practice as knowledge. Wildlife viewing is a lifetime learning 
experience. The goal of wildlife viewing is to observe animals without interrupting their normal 
activities. The first thing to do is to focus on looking, then, learn a few techniques to increase your 
wildlife viewing skills.

Where to look... 

 Wildlife really is everywhere, but you won't find everything everywhere. Wildlife needs a right 
combination of food, water, shelter and space to survive. Each species has its own preference. 

 As your knowledge of each species' preferences increases, you will find it easier to locate them. 

 

When to look... 

 Time of day - In general, animals are more active in early morning and late evenings. This is 
when even nocturnal animals are still active and may offer opportunities to see them. 

 Season of the year - Many species appear during certain seasons at particular sites. Some 
animals hibernate while others concentrate into small wintering areas that may offer close-up 
opportunities for the patient viewer. 

 Consider weather - What we consider "bad" weather may make perfect opportunities for 
watching some species. Some animals are more active while others may decide to stay put and 
wait for better weather before resuming their normal activities. Before a storm, some animals 
come out to feed. After a storm, when the rain stops, the skies clear and the wind dies down, 
many animals become very active and will offer good viewing opportunities. 

 

What to look for... 

 Movement - Motion is usually the give-away. Animals that are running, walking, flying or 
swimming are the easiest to spot. Look also for little things like an animal twitching its ear, 
scratching, shaking or moving its head while feeding. When you stand still, you are better 
prepared to detect movement around you. 

 Shapes - Things may catch your eye because they are a little different. Watch for something that 
doesn't look quite right. 

 Color - Watch for the flash of color of birds in flight or the rusty fur of a fox. 
 What lives there? - Habitat is the key to finding wildlife. Wildlife prefers certain sites. Finding 

the actual animal is not always guaranteed, but you can usually find clues that creatures live 
there. From bird nests to spider webs, animals leave a variety of messages such as trails, 
"rubbing spots", chewed or gnawed wood or branches, digging or scratches, nests, dams, tracks, 
scat, disturbed vegetation, tunnels, beds, cavities, food remains, and caches. 



 

How to look...

 Quiet, active viewing - The key to finding and watching wildlife is to do some "quiet, active 
viewing". Choose a good vantage spot and sit for a while. Take in the sights, sounds and smells 
that this place has to offer. 

 Look in different ways - Scan the whole landscape, begin with a general scan without focusing 
on any particular object. Allow your eyes to see everything around you. This way, you may 
catch the flick of a tail, the twitch of an ear, or a flash of color. 

 Use binoculars and scopes - They magnify your vision and allow a better view of details that 
would otherwise be missed without disturbing the animals. 

 Use all your senses - Sounds, smells, scents, and sights are parts of the whole picture. Listen to 
the natural sounds around you. You may hear birds, frogs, insects, the leaves rustling, a rushing 
stream or wind in the treetops. Many animals keep their nose to the wind and depend on their 
sense of smell to warn them of approaching danger or to tell them of other animals nearby. 
Remember if you smell or find a decaying carcass, carefully leave the area the way you came. 

 

Tips for success... 

 Move slowly - Slow down, stay quietly in one place and allow yourself to take on the natural 
pace of the world around you. Some animals may become curious and move in for a better look. 
Be patient, give wildlife time to get used to your presence and return to the business as usual. 

 Avoid eye contact - Avoid staring at an animal, instead, gaze all around, keeping the animal in 
sight through the corner of your eye. 

 Use the lay of the land - Use cover provided by the hills, hollows, gullies and ridges. Sit in 
front of things so your outline blends in with the surroundings. Avoid crossing open spaces 
where you will be detected by on-looking animals. 

 Before you go - Don't use perfume. Wear muted, natural colored clothing. Wear warm clothing 
for the season and bring extra clothing in case the weather changes during your trip. Take 
binoculars or telescopes. 

 Smoking and fires may alert an animal to your presence. 

 

When you arrive at your selected site.. 

 Be quiet. 
 Look for animal signs, tracks, trails that may give you clues on where you might wait to view 

them. 
 Stop, look for several minutes, find a comfortable spot and sit for a while. 
 Sit with the sun to your back, in a place where there is cover for wildlife. 
 Watch for movement, colors, and shapes. 
 Stay on established trails when you find one. 
 Listen many species are heard before they are seen. 

 

When you see wildlife. 



 If you see an animal - stop. Staying absolutely still is the way that most animals use to keep 
from being detected. You can use it too. 

 If the animal sees you and stops what it was doing, back up slowly, give it time to get use to 
you. If the animal runs away, you have come too close. 

 Use binoculars or a scope to enjoy a closer look. 
 A bird that performs displays in front of you or flies over your head calling is requesting that 

you move away from its nest. Do so quickly, looking at where you put your feet. Many northern 
birds nest on the ground and are vulnerable to trampling. 

 Resist the temptation to "save" animals, especially "orphans"
Young animals are rarely very far from their mothers. It's mother is usually watching from a 
safe distance. If an animal appears sick, or in need of help leave it alone and contact a Park 
Ranger or Fish and Game.. 

 

Respect Wildlife and its Habitat...

 View wildlife from appropriate distances. - It is important to view an animal at a distance 
where it feels comfortable. Observe the animal for any warning signs such as displays, calls, 
freezing, raising the head or interrupting of actions of any kind. Is the animal doing something 
different in your presence than it was when you first arrived? If the answer is yes, you may be 
too close, back up slowly. 

 Stay clear of nests and dens - They are especially vulnerable to human disturbance. 
 Use calls and whistles selectively - Calls, whistles and recordings interrupt an animal's normal 

daily routine. 
 Limit the time of your stay - Like any good visitor, know when you have overstayed your 

welcome. 
 Avoid surprising wildlife - Don't try to sneak up to an animal to get a close look because a 

startled animal is stressed and potentially dangerous. 
 Never surround an animal with a group of people - In the thrill of the moment, people often 

surround an animal to get a better look. Large animals have been known to charge if they feel 
cornered. Always give them a way to escape. 

 Never feed or approach wildlife
Feeding or approaching wildlife can cause problems for both humans and the animals. Wild 
animals that learn to associate humans with food often become dependent. Their behavioral 
changes may lead to property damage and human injury. Also, for the animals, it may mean 
negative health effects, dependence on a seasonable unreliable food source, and greater 
susceptibility to predators and vehicle collisions.

 Don't litter - Litter is ugly, no one wants to look at it. Animals may eat it or become entangled 
in it with unfortunate consequences. 

 Stay on the trail - Staying on established trails helps you walk more quietly, decreases your 
chances of getting lost and minimizes habitat trampling. 

 Do not disturb plants, branches or bushes around dens or nests - By making a den or nest more 
visible to people, you also make it more visible to predators. 

 Respect the rights of other viewers in the field - If you scare animals away, you ruin everyone's 
viewing experience. When viewing in a group, take a look at the animal, then let the next person 
have a turn. 



 Spread the word about appropriate wildlife viewing behavior - Teach others, including 
children, about the importance of not disturbing wildlife when viewing them. 

 **note  most of this document from http://www.env.gov.yk.ca/animals-habitat/tips.php


